
How to make your own personalised candle with EaziCandle 

1. Choose your bottle of wax 
from our 3 quality blends. 
Available online from 
eazicandle.co.uk

2. Choose your fragrance 
from our wide selection 
online. Select a colour from 
our range if you want 
coloured wax in your candle.

3. Find some old empty mug 
sized containers suitable for 
candle filling (glass, ceramic, 
tin) Make sure your 
containers are clean and dry.

4. Choose your favourite 
craft tools and materials for 
personalising your 
containers.

5. We used a sharpie marker 
to personalise our first 
container. 

6. We decorated our second 
container with patterned 
Washi Tape to create a 
bespoke design.

7. Remove the label and 
wicks from you wax bottle. 
Each bottle of wax comes 
with 2 wicks suitable for 
filling 2 mug sized 
containers. Full instructions 
for making your candles are 
included inside the label.

8. Remove the paper tabs 
on the base of each wick 
sustainer, then stick firmly to 
the centre of each container. 
You can use on our our eazi 
wick clips to keep your wick 
straight* (*not essential).

9. Place your wax bottle into 
a pan of water, bring to 
simmering. Once your wax 
is fully melted remove from 
the pan. 

http://eazicandle.co.uk
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10. Remove the lid from your 
wax bottle and pour in full 
bottle of your chosen 
fragrance. If you’re using 
colour you should also add 
this now. Replace and 
secure wax bottle lid then 
shake gently to disperse the 
fragrance.

11. Fill your containers with 
your melted wax up to 
approx 75% height. If not 
using wick clips wait a few 
minutes until the wax starts 
to set then gently ease your 
wick to stand straight in the 
centre of each candle.

12. Wait for your first pour to 
set, then top up (melting the 
wax using the same method 
in step 9). Top up your 
candle to approx 5mm from 
the top of your container.
Once your candles have set 
trim your wicks to 5mm. You 
are all done!

13. Light and enjoy your very 
own homemade candles or 
send as a gift to a special 
friend or family member.


